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The transverse mass spectra and midrapidity yields for  sa n d s are presented. For the 10% most
central collisions, the  
 =h  ratio increases from the Super Proton Synchrotron to the Relativistic
Heavy Ion Collider energies while the   =h  stays approximately constant. A hydrodynamically
inspired model ﬁt to the   spectra, which assumes a thermalized source, seems to indicate that these
multistrange particles experience a signiﬁcant transverse ﬂow effect, but are emitted when the system is
hotter and the ﬂow is smaller than values obtained from a combined ﬁt to  , K, p,a n d s.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.92.182301 PACS numbers: 25.75.Dw, 25.75.Ld
In heavy ion collisions, we aim to investigate nuclear
matter under extreme conditions of pressure and tempera-
ture which is expected to lead to the creation of decon-
ﬁnedpartonic matter,the quarkgluon plasma [1].Copious
partonic interactions will dominate the early stage of the
collision should such a thermalized state occur, which
will lead to collective partonic effects. The system, as
reﬂected by the observed hadrons, will show a signiﬁcant
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182301-2 182301-2fraction of transverse ﬂow and characteristics of equili-
bration coming from the partonic phase.
In high energy collisions, the production of strangeness
through partonic interactions, mainly gg ! ss, may al-
low the system to reach strangeness saturation (i.e., com-
plete chemical equilibrium) in both the partonic and the
hadronic phase [2,3]. The presence of chemical equilib-
rium at the chemical freeze-out can be inferred from
statistical model ﬁts to the particle ratios [4–8] and, in
particular, to those involving multistrange baryons [7,9].
The collective partonic effects in the early stage of the
collision will contribute to the total observed transverse
ﬂow, as it is a cumulative effect. It has previously been
suggested that thermal freeze-out occurs much earlier for
 san d s than for non- or single-strange particles due to
thepredicted lowscatteringcrosssection of and [10].
In the limit of vanishing cross sections, this would mean
that these particles are emitted almost directly from the
phase boundary of the hadronizing ﬁreball and carry
transverse ﬂow information of an earlier stage of the
collision than that of the lighter mass particles. Thus
multistrange baryons might be an important probe to
identify a possible contribution to the observed transverse
ﬂow from the early partonic stage.
In this Letter we present multistrange baryons,   and
 , transverse mass spectra as measured by the STAR
detector in Au   Au collisions at
        
sNN
p
  130 GeV.
The main tracking detector is a large cylindrical time
projection chamber. A central trigger barrel measuring
the produced charged particle multiplicity around mid-
rapidity plus two zero degree calorimeters measuring
neutral spectator energy were used for triggering [11].
The centrality of the collisions is determined from the
measured midrapidity negative particle multiplicity. The
data were divided into three centrality classes corre-
sponding to 0%–10%, 10%–25%, and 25%–75% of the
total hadronic cross section as described in [12].
Multistrange particles are identiﬁed via their decay
modes   !       and  !     K with the subsequent
decay of   ! p    . The tertiary   vertex is identiﬁed
by selecting positive and negative tracks that are consis-
tent with an origin at the decay of a hyperon some
distance from the primary collision point [13]. The sec-
ondary vertex of the decay is located in a similar fashion
by combining the previously identiﬁed   with a charged
particle. Simple cuts on geometry, kinematics, and par-
ticle identiﬁcation, via speciﬁc ionization, are applied at
each step to reduce the background due to the high multi-
plicity [12].The momenta of the daughter particles at the
decay vertex are then combined to calculate the parent
particle kinematics. The peaks (HWHM   5 MeV=c2)i n
the invariant mass plots have a signal to noise ratio of
0.74, 0.78, and 0.86 for the   ,  
 ,a n d , respectively,
in the 0%–10% centrality bin. The signal is calculated
from the invariant mass distribution by counting the
entries within  15 MeV=c2 about the expected mass
and then subtracting the background [14]. The back-
ground is estimated by sampling two regions on either
side of the peak. The statistics of the    and  
  signals
are not sufﬁcient to allow a separate measurement of the
spectra of each particle. Hence   refers to       
 .The
momentum integrated  
 =   ratio for the top11% most
central data is 0:95   0:15 stat  0:05 syst  [14].
The invariant mass distributions are histogrammed in
transverse mass, m?  
                   
p2
?   m2
q
, and the signal ex-
tracted for each bin as described above. The raw yield
in each m? bin is then corrected for detector acceptance
and reconstruction efﬁciency by the Monte Carlo tech-
nique, where simulated particles were embedded into real
events. The data cover jyj < 0:75, where efﬁciency and
acceptance studies have shown the corrections to be con-
stant. The total acceptance and efﬁciency for the     
are 0.2% (0.04%) for the lowest m? bin rising to 4.0%
(0.5%) for the highest bin.
Figure 1 shows the invariant m? spectra as function of
centrality for   and 
 ,an d  for the10% most central
data. Systematic uncertainties, principally due to low p?
single track reconstruction and background determina-
tion, are a function of p?. They drop from  15% at low
p? to a few percent at p? > 1:5 GeV=c. This uncertainty
is added in quadrature, on a bin-by-bin basis, to the
statistical one, yielding the vertical bars in Fig. 1. We
estimate theremaining systematic uncertainties tobe10%
on both the extracted invariant yields and slope parame-
ters, the major source of which lies in the misrepresenta-
tion of the embedded Monte Carlo to the data resulting in
a systematic uncertainty in the efﬁciency calculation.
These were obtained by exploring the dependence of
the invariant yields and slope parameters to changes in
the cuts phase space (more details can be found in
FIG. 1. m? spectra for (a)   ,( b ) 
 , and (c)   as a
function of centrality. Scale factors have been applied to the
spectra for clarity. Points are drawn at the bin center. The
horizontal bars indicate the bin size. The dashed curves are
Boltzmann ﬁts to the spectra. The solid curves are hydro-
dynamically inspired model ﬁts to the most central    and
 
  spectra.
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182301-3 182301-3[15,16,17]). The weak decay feeddown of   to   is
estimated to be less than 2% and thus is neglected.
Table I shows the results of ﬁtting the m? spec-
tra by exponential (AEe  m? m =TE) and Boltzmann
(ABm?e  m? m =TB) functions. For the 10% most central
collisions, the  2=d:o:f: are 9:8=8 and 7:4=8 for the ex-
ponential and the Boltzmann ﬁts to the    spectra and
1:5=2 and 1:3=2 for ﬁts to the   spectra. Similar values
are obtained for the  
  and the other centralities. The
inverse slopes of the    and  
  particles are the same
within uncertainties and show no apparent increase over
the measured centralities. The yields per unit of rapidity
are extracted by summing the ﬁducial yields and the
integral of each function over the unmeasured m? ranges.
The measured   spectra correspond to  80% of the total
yield and the   to  66%.T h e   and  
  yields as a
function of h    dNh =d jj j<0:5 appear linear; such
behavior was reported for the   hyperon at the
Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) [13].
The 
 =h  and =h  ratios for the most central data,
as shown in Fig. 2(a), increase from Super Proton
Synchrotron (SPS) energies [18] to RHIC, whereas the
  =h  ratio stays constant and the  =h  decreases.
When discussing the baryon ratios, the interplay of in-
creased strangeness production and reduction in the net-
baryon number from SPS to RHIC has to be considered.
The proximity of the net-baryon number to zero at RHIC
is reﬂected in the fact that the ratio of   =h  is close to
 
 =h . The reduction in the net-baryon number has a
larger effect on the   thanonthe  , as seen in Fig. 2(a),
and thus creates the observed rise in the   =  ratio
[Fig. 2(b)]. It is interesting to note that the  
 =  ratio
is constant from SPSto RHIC, indicating that the scale of
theenhancement is the same forsingly anddoublystrange
baryons. The  =  ratios are feeddown corrected from
weak decay of   to   [13].
A ﬁt to the reported 0%–10% centrality particle ratios
from STAR [13,14,19–22], including these multistrange
particle measurements, using the thermal model de-
scribed in [8] results in a  2=d:o:f: of 8:5=9, a chemical
freeze-out temperature (Tch)o f181   8 MeV, light quark
and strange quark chemical potentials of 11:7   0:6 and
0:9   1:6 MeV, respectively, and a strangeness saturation
factor  s   0:96   0:06. First, we note (as previously
observed [23]) how remarkably close is the obtained Tch
to the phase transition from lattice QCD calculations
[24]. Second, the fact that  s is equal to unity, within
errors, when used as a free parameter in the model
indicates that a saturation of strangeness production
[8,9] has been achieved in the most central collisions.
Table II shows particle ratios for the 0%–10% centrality
bin compared to values from three different models: a ﬁt
corresponding to the statistical model used above, an-
other corresponding to a statistical model that allows,and
obtains, chemical nonequilibrium via an over-saturation
of the strangeness phase space [9], and the prediction of
the event generator HIJING=BB v1:0 which uses a gluon-
junction mechanism to enhance the transport of baryons
tomidrapidity[25]. All ratiosarewell reproducedbyboth
statistical models, indicating that the strangeness produc-
tion appears to be at least saturated, and thus suggesting
that efﬁcient strangeness production channels are present
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FIG. 2. (a)   ,  
 ,  ,a n d  to h  ratios and (b)   =  and
 
 =  ratios for the most central data as a function of
        
sNN
p
.
The solid bars indicate the statistical uncertainty while the
caps indicate the statistical and systematic uncertainties added
in quadrature. Some ratios are slightly shifted along the x axis
for clarity.
TABLE I. Fit parameters for the m? spectra of the   ,  
 ,a n d . The data represent the
0%–10%, 10%–25%, and 25%–75% centrality bins with h    dNh =d jj j<0:5. Only statis-
tical and p? dependent systematic uncertainties are presented.The p? independent systematic
uncertainties are 10%.
Centrality  h   Exponential Boltzmann
dN=dy TE MeV  dN=dy TB MeV 
0%–10% (260:3   7:5)    2:04   0:14 338   62 :00   0:14 296   5
 
  1:74   0:12 339   71 :70   0:12 297   5
 0 :56   0:11 417   52 0:55   0:11 362   39
10%–25% (163:6   5:2)    1:16   0:12 335   16 1:14   0:12 291   13
 
  0:94   0:10 349   17 0:93   0:10 302   13
25%–75% (42:5   3:0)    0:29   0:02 312   12 0:28   0:02 273   10
 
  0:22   0:02 320   11 0:22   0:02 280   9
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182301-4 182301-4in the early stages of central collisions. HIJING=BB,
however, fails to predict the multistrange to h  ratios,
in particular, that of the  , which it underpredicts by
nearly an order of magnitude. It has previously been
shown that HIJING successfully predicts the midrapidity
total charged particle yields [26], suggesting that the
entropy is reasonably well reproduced by this model.
The addition of the gluon-junction mechanism, which
was necessary to replicate the small net-baryon yields
at RHIC [27], does not sufﬁciently enhance the multi-
strange baryon yields. A different physics mechanism is
thus necessary to model the strangeness production. At
SPS energies the introduction of ﬁnal state interactions
helped to account for the observed hyperon enhancement
but failed to reproduce the overall strangeness production
(K =  ) [28]. The introduction of strong partonic
interactions in the initial state was needed to account
for both the hyperon and overall strangeness production
at the SPS [29].
After reporting the yields to study the chemical con-
tent of the system, we address now the thermal freeze-out
properties of the multistrange baryons. For this purpose,
weﬁt the10% most central m? spectra to a hydrodynami-
cally inspired function [30]. In this model, all considered
particles are emitted from a thermal expanding source
with a transverse ﬂow velocity h ?i at the thermal
freeze-out temperature Tfo.We use a ﬂow velocity proﬁle
of  ? r   s r=R n, where R is the maximum emission
radius and n   0:5 (as in [20]), and a constant particle
density proﬁle.The dashed lines of Fig. 3(a) show the one,
two, and three sigma contours for Tfo versus h ?i for the
ﬁtt ot h e   and  
  data combined, with the diamond
indicating the best ﬁt solution (Tfo   182   39 MeV,
h ?i   0:42   0:08 c,a n d 2=d:o:f:   13=15). Also
shown, as solid lines, are the one, two, and three sigma
contours for a combined ﬁt to the STAR  , K, p,a n d 
data [13,20–22].The marker is the optimal ﬁt location. In
varying the velocity proﬁle from n   0:5 to n   1:0, Tfo
decreases by  15% and h ?i remains constant ( 1%).
For n>1:0,t h eﬁt does not reproduce the light particles
spectra anymore [20]. No signiﬁcant effect is seen in [31]
for several variations of the particle density proﬁle. In all
the cases, the results for the two data sets do not overlap,
indicating that the   baryons, within this approach, show
a different thermal freeze-out behavior than  , K, p,a n d
 .The current   statistics donot allowoneto distinguish
between an early decoupling or a common freeze-out
with the lighter species. Figure 3(b) shows the mean p?
for these particles calculated from the functions which
best reproduce each m? spectrum (Bose-Einstein for  ,
exponential for K, hydrodynamically inspired function
forp,and Boltzmann for , ,and ).Theerror barsare
statistical, and systematic uncertainties added in quadra-
ture. The band represents the model prediction based on
the three sigma contour for the ﬁt to the STAR  , K, p,
and   data, while the lower dashed curve shows the
prediction for Tfo   170 MeV, h ?i 0, i.e., a system
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FIG. 3 (color online). (a) Tfo versus h ?i for the hydrodynamically inspired model ﬁts to the m? spectra.The one, two, and three
sigma contours are shown. Dashed curves are for a simultaneous ﬁtt ot h e   and 
 . Solid curves are a separate ﬁt to the STAR  ,
K, p,an d  data.The diamonds represent the best ﬁt in both cases. (b) hp?i for identiﬁed particles versus particle mass (see text for
details). The band results from the three sigma contour of the hydrodynamically inspired model ﬁtt ot h e , K, p,a n d  data, and
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TABLE II. Ratios from the 10% most central data compared
to predictions from a statistical model [8], a nonequilibrium
model [9], and HIJING=BB [25]. The uncertainties shown are
ﬁrst statistical and then systematic.
Ratio ( 10 3) Data 0%–10% Stat. Nonequil. HIJING=BB
  =h  7:7   0:6   1:0 7.7 7.6 5.1
 
 =h  6:5   0:5   0:8 6.5 6.1 3.0
 =h  2:1   0:4   0:4 2.9 2.8 0.29
  =  187   20   26 148 190 171
 
 =       215   24   30 163 207 142
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182301-5 182301-5where thermal and chemical freeze-out coincide and no
transverse ﬂow is developed. From Fig. 3(a) it is likely
that the   baryons prefer a hotter thermal freeze-out
temperature parameter and a smaller transverse ﬂow
velocity, when compared to those resulting from ﬁts to
the lower mass particles. This is consistent with the
calculated hp?i of the   being below the solid band in
Fig. 3(b). Although from the current statistics we cannot
draw any conclusion for the  , Fig. 3(b) suggests they
behave as the  .
If, as indicated by the hydroinspired ﬁt, the   thermal
freeze-out occurs in conjunction with that of chemical
freeze-out, Tch   170 MeV, this could be an indication
that a signiﬁcant fraction of the collective transverse ﬂow
has already developed at/before chemical freeze-out,
probably at a partonic stage. A similar picture, although
with lower ﬂow, has been suggested for , J= ,an d 0 at
SPS energies [32]. Two alternative models have also been
proposed for describing the RHIC spectra. The ﬁrst [33]
assumes that all transverse radial ﬂow is developed at/
before Tch   Tfo   165 MeV. The apparent softening of
the lighter mass spectra is then due to contamination
from resonance decay products. A hydrodynamical ap-
proach with a partonic and a hadronic phase [34] is used
in the second scenario where the particle mean free paths
are assumed small until thermal freeze-out around Tfo  
110 MeV. These large cross sections result in even the  
developing a fraction of its radial ﬂow after hadroniza-
tion. We note that in those three scenarios a signiﬁcant
fraction, if not all, of the observed transverse ﬂow for
multistrange baryons is developed prior to chemical
freeze-out.
In summary, the yield of multistrange antibaryons per
h  is increased compared to top SPS energies, while the
ratio of   =h  stays approximately constant. A chemical
analysis of the data indicates that for central collisions
the strangeness phase space is now saturated. A ﬁto ft h e
m? spectra to a hydrodynamically inspired model sug-
gests the   baryons thermally freeze-out of the rapidly
expanding collision region at a hotter temperature, which
is close to that of chemical freeze-out, and with a smaller
transverse ﬂow than the lighter particle species. This
suggests that they decouple at an earlier stage of the
collision and thus probe a different dynamical region,
but one at which a sizable fraction of the transverse
ﬂow has already developed.
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